BULLEIT WHISKEY
Bulleit Distilleries is a company with 3
alcohol products: Bourbon, Rye, and a
10-Year old Bourbon.
The company is based in Kentucky, and
distributes throughout the United
States
The Bulleit website serves as a
marketing tool for it’s users to learn
about the company history, provide
special cocktail recipes with their brand
whiskey, and has a local portal for
tourists looking to come tour their
facilities.

Research Plan:
1. Heuristic Review & Competitor Analysis
2. Contextual Interviews
3. Card Sort
4. Review Findings & Recommendations

HEURISTIC REVIEW &

BULLEIT WHISKEY
C O M P E T I T O R A N A LY S I S

Heuristic Evaluation
l
SPEED
We will measure page load time and discoverability
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EFFICIENCY

We will focus on number of clicks to complete
objectives, scan-ability, and copy clarity

>
FLOW
Finally, we will look at ease of navigation and sense of
place
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SPEED
PROS
• Homepage is simple to navigate and intuitive
• Animations do not slow down the site

CONS
• Site is slow to load from heavy images
• Because of slow loading performance, age verification
overlay lags

EFFICIENCY
PROS
• Navigating the site requires minimal amount of clicks
• Site is responsive, and breaking points are logical and
consistent
• Site headline labels (‘The Whiskey,’ ‘Visit Us’) are easy to
scan

CONS
• Buttons often look like headlines i.e. ‘Visit Us’ label looks
like a clickable button
• Secondary/paragraph text is small and could be difficult
to read depending on vision

FLOW
PROS
• Main page is very simple to navigate
• On smaller screens, menu is easy to find

CONS
• Confusing objective of site. (want customers to learn
more, visit the distillery, buy, etc?)
• “Visit Us” section boots user to a different website
experience.
• Once in an internal page, navigation function changes
from homepage. Inconsistent behavior.
• Age verification could be simplified, and is easy to
bypass
• Very difficult to find social media buttons (recipes)

Competitor Analysis:
Maker’s Mark
SIMILARITIES
• Size
• Geographic location
• Product/Brand
• Demographic
• History
• Distribution
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Side-by-side
Bulleit

Maker’s Mark

Differences

• Navigation scheme
• Depth of content
• Interaction (video)
• Call to actions
• Labeling
• Age Verification process
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Navigation
Bulleit

• Bulleit utilizes a one page framework, for a
very light experience in contrast to Maker’s
Mark that gives a wide range of pages and
content
• Bulleit’s navigation eases the page down on
click, and Maker’s jumps the user to the
corresponding landing pages
• Bulleit’s distributor/store finder is buried, and
takes the user to a different site altogether
without opening a new tab; Maker’s gives a
map based on the location you give to find a
store that has the product you want

Maker’s Mark
• Difficult to search (buried in navigation and
hard to see)
• Navigation menu does not correspond to
homepage layout hierarchy
• User is given the opportunity to go deeper into
content if they choose to (i.e. learn about the
company)
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Depth of Content
Bulleit
• Bulleit hierarchy can be confusing to a user by
starting off with the history instead of the
product

Maker’s Mark
• There is no timely content similar to Maker’s
such as the Thanksgiving video
• Content Maker’s has that Bulleit does not:
- Distill Process (taste)
- Ambassador Program
- Deep history information
- ‘Where to buy’ locator
- Online Gift Shop
- FAQ
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INTERACTION
Bulleit

• Bulleit uses a timed image carousel (user can’t
cycle imagery)
• On mobile devices, navigation changes to a
slide in side navigation panel

Maker’s Mark

• Maker’s has video content as their main point
of interest. Other videos are sprinkled
throughout the site as well.
• In the ‘Recipes’ section of the Maker’s site, the
user can cycle different cocktail recipes like a
slideshow.
• The product finder interaction is intuitive and
easy to use
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Calls to Action
Bulleit
• The Bulleit calls to action are pretty clear:
• Learn about the company
• Learn about the products (and Purchase)
• Use the product (make cocktails)
• Visit the Distillery for a tour
• Contact
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Maker’s Mark

• Learn about the company
• Create cocktails from recipes using the
product
• Buy souvenirs from the shop
• Tour the distillery
• Share on social platforms (embedded in Nav)
• Become an Ambassador
• Find a store carrying the product
Hierarchy could be improved perhaps based on
business needs, such as moving ‘Find’ to top so
users can purchase

Labeling
Bulleit
• Navigation labeling is clear and concise
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Maker’s Mark

• Maker’s ‘Thirsty’ option is a confusing label in
the most important position for navigation
(top left, not pictured)
• Ambassador is unclear if it’s for dealers or
users.
• “Taste” is unclear where it goes

• Buttons can get confusing with labeling

• “Cask Strength” is lingo users may not be
familiar with

Bulleit

Age Verification

Built-into homepage (modal), but error messaging can be confusing
• Date of birth/birthday
copy inconsistent
• Interaction of error
messaging breaks CSS on
submission and changes
size of modal
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Maker’s Mark

Completely separate landing page before access. Easy validation.

BULLEIT WHISKEY
CONTEXTUAL INTERVIEWS

CONTextual Interviews
We looked at who the Bulleit user is. This exercise is to learn about what users
look for in their choices and why they may be interested in not just the Bulleit
brand of whiskies, but in liquor choices in general.

Interview Reasoning
I set up these interviews to dig into not just Bulleit
drinkers but to really get a sense of what users were
looking for.

two users chosen
Two users were chosen for the interviews, both from
different backgrounds and different interests to
provide an unbiased opinion from their findings.

User screening
Users were screened before hand to filter out nondrinkers, but other filters such as reference of
alcohol, reasoning for a drink, or how a decision is
made to choose were left on the table.
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Contextual Interview - Drew
Drew
• Typically drinks beer but opts for
whiskey otherwise
• Purchases both for home and when
going out
• Motivated by taste and affordability
• Prefers Rye over Bourbon, but likes
both
• Has never been on a distillery tour,
but would, given the opportunity
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“

Visually, the bottle, and the caramel
color stand out. The taste is smooth
and it’s not outrageously expensive.

”

Contextual Interview - Courtney
Courtney
• Much more likely to order a cocktail
when going out than at home
• Purchases as a gift for friends or
during special occasions
• Primarily asks for bartender
recommendations when ordering a
cocktail
• Doesn’t determine purchase based on
brand names
• Would use the website as a portal to
find where to buy a product and
information on the company.
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“

[when on a wine tour] They gave
everyone a special tasting of a
limited release wine. It just made it
feel a little more special or unique.

”

CONTextual Interview
Takeaways

/

a

Users enjoy whiskey

Users aren’t familiar with whiskey brands

When asked about type of liquor, both users would more likely lean to
ordering drinks having whiskey over other types such as tequila, brandy,
vodka, etc.

The brands of whiskeys don’t determine the purchasing decisions most of
the time. The users don’t necessarily know of many brands.
Recommendations by bartenders or menu items more influential.
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B

Users would visit a distillery tour

Users want to know where to find it

If users were in the area of a distillery, they would be interested to visit.
Both users have been so similar tours of different brands and enjoyed
them both.

Bulleit does not currently have a tool to help users locate where to buy
their product local to their location. Looking back to the Competitor
Analysis, Maker’s Mark does have a helpful map tool.

BULLEIT WHISKEY
CARD SORT

Card Sort Highlights
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We had a total of 6 participants test the website card sort for our needs. The
results were mixed, but for the most part they fell in line with the categories we
gave. Certain functionality we found that is typical of web standards, such as
social media becomes a buried task for users to share.

Confusing drink recipes with navigation

‘The Drinks’

The heavy attention of drinks on the main page can
throw a user off. I would recommend having a
separate section for drinks or attaching
corresponding drink recipes to the product page they
are used to mix with.

Users got very confused when sorting for the
category “The Drinks” and results put the actual
products within the category most of the time. The
product is the most important thing but is confusing
users the most where to locate it.

Footer confusion

History, Contact, and Age Verification

Cards such as “Accessibility,” “Responsible Drinking,”
and “thebar.com” all confused the users and were
wildly sorted in different categories. Recipe names
with puns or special names also greatly confused
users. ex: “Ryes up,” “Kentucky Calling”

The history, contact, and age verification categories
were all easily sorted by the users eceot for “Visit us.”
Which takes the user to a satellite page for the tour
information.

FINAL REVIEW &

BULLEIT WHISKEY
R E C O M M E N D AT I O N S

Final Recommendations
4
Minor website fixes needed
The website is simple to navigate overall. I recommend installing a map for locations where to find the
product either at a shop or a restaurant/bar. Small button fixes, and clearer labeling can go a long way in
assisting users find what they came looking for. The separate tour site can be confusing for the user because
the look and feel are different than the main site. Footer info is inconsistent with both sites.

,
Users enjoy whiskey
Whiskey is popular with the users we interviewed as a whole. This sets up Bulleit for an opportunity to
expand it’s presence. Don’t underestimate the one-to-one interactions between checkout clerk or bartender
for recommendations. Brand names aren’t as known as one might think. Make the tour extra special.

s
Heavy on the Cocktails
The mostly one-page website layout gives the user a brief overview of the history and product. It’s very
heavy on the cocktail recipes and not as much on the product itself. Difficult to locate social channels. The
‘Where to buy’ section is buried and ineffective. I recommend starting with the products first and
foremost. I would also recommend recipes be attached to the products or separate from the main page.

